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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents an algorithmic approach to constructing cognitive maps for the intelligent 

robots from labeled architectural blueprint maps for sophisticated buildings.  

Since most of the previous methods were studied in different areas, such as intelligent robot, 

artificial intelligence and image processing, none of those methods are considered this approach for 

development of cognitive maps.  

The purpose of this thesis is to give intelligent robots the ability to be mobilized in critical and 

unsafe city buildings without the need of human guidance or interference, using architectural blueprint 

maps as the only knowledge source to accomplish their jobs.  

New algorithms have been developed and built to be the core of the procedures and steps, which 

will be used by the intelligent robot for development of cognitive maps from the architectural blueprint 

maps. These algorithms were defined and written using the standard programming code (pseudo code). 

Some of these algorithms were tested and proved using MATLAB R2009b. 

These algorithms will be facilitating the intelligent robot to be more capable of dealing with 

external recourses (maps) and having the ability to read and benefit from these kinds of maps. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1. Overview 

Artificial Intelligence has been highlighted and extensively researched, trying to 

build machines that have some sort of intelligence. that Owaied, Abu-A'ra & Farhan (2010) 

discussed that the built machines should have certain capabilities, such as the capability 

of behaving “like a human being, smart, problem solver of unstructured and complex 

problems as human does, understands languages, learner, and able to reason and analyze 

data and information, and so on”. For these capabilities to be reached, as Avron, Paul & 

Edward (1990) state, the machine “should have the facilities of recognition, analysis, 

deduction, and induction”. 

In order to understand the Artificial Intelligence concept, a clear and recent 

definition was mentioned by Owaied, Abu-A'ra (2007)  as the following: “Artificial 

Intelligence is a concept of study and research for finding a relationship between 

cognitive science and computation theories in order to represent these relationships as 

either data structures, search techniques, problem solving methods or representation 

forms for knowledge and the final goal of AI is to build an intelligent machine, with 

another benefit which is better understanding of human thinking”. The previous 

definition was built on the fact that in order for a machine to be intelligent, it should be 

smart and problem solver. Smart can be defined as “everything gives pleasure and 

happiness to humans, through the facilities available in all sort of multimedia 

equipments”. On the other hand, for the intelligent machine to be a problem solver of an 

unstructured and complex problem, it should be like the human where “humans usually 

solve algorithmic and non algorithmic problems and most problems are non algorithmic”, 

this capability is the most important and most of the pioneers of A.I. are concentrating on 

them like (Winston, 1992) and (Luger, 1999). 
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As a matter of fact, not only human beings have intelligence, but also all living 

creatures do. All the living beings have the quality of intelligence even if their abilities 

are considered by humans as simple. This is due to the fact that these abilities can run 

sophisticated systems, such as ant colonies, bird flocking, animal herding, bacterial 

growth, bees forging and human neuron system. These systems either work under 

supervision or without Supervision (Owaied, Sa’ab, 2008). 

In the present time intelligent robots need to be more dynamic and reliable. They 

should also have the ability to be mobilized even within indoor environments or buildings 

that are abandoned without the needs of guidance. This ability will facilitate the 

intelligent robot’s reaching its target in the simplest and shortest way.  

The previously mentioned ability is more demanded for the intelligent robots with 

special jobs such as police or fire fighters, when human guidance is not possible. 

The talent which is previously described can be hardly reached without external 

knowledge recourses, such as architectural maps (architectural blueprints maps) or 

geographical maps. 

It is well-known that, there are no satellite images for indoor environments, which 

makes geographical maps unuseful inside such environments. As a result, the 

architectural blueprints maps where used in order to completely cover the indoor 

environments. 

There are many differences between indoor and outdoor environments, such as 

the fact that there are more objects, elements and obstacles in the indoor environments. 

Indoor environments vary from simple to very complicated environments, but 

even simple indoor environment are very hard to be swept by the intelligent robots or 

even an adult human in time manner without having a simple knowledge about the indoor 

environment he is facing. 

Since knowledge is the human brain’s soul, solving problems and communicating 

with others, require applying the human brain model on the intelligent robot increased by 
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the demand of building an intelligent robot. The knowledge based system must be applied 

by covering one of its fields, i.e. receiving, thinking and storing knowledge. 

As defined by Stuart-Hamilton (1995), Cognition is “The understanding, 

acquisition, and processing of knowledge, or, more loosely, thought processes”. 

However, cognitive science refers to “the interdisciplinary study of the acquisition and 

use of knowledge. It includes as contributing disciplines: artificial intelligence, 

psychology, linguistics, philosophy, anthropology, neuroscience, and education” 

(Eysenck, 1990). 

In order to understand the concept of cognitive mapping, which is used during the 

research, it would be useful to refer to Downs & Stea (1973) who define cognitive mapping 

is “a process composed of a series of psychological transformations by which an 

individual acquires, codes, stores, recalls, and decodes information about the relative 

locations and attributes of phenomena in their everyday spatial environment”. 

The project’s aim is to give the ability to the intelligent robot read and gain 

knowledge from the architectural blueprints maps of indoor environments to build its 

own cognitive maps as a knowledge-based system. 

1.2. Problem Statement 

Using architectural blueprints for intelligent robot cognitive mapping faces 

problems such as: 

1. Studying the possibility of using the architectural blueprints maps to build the 

cognitive maps of the intelligent robot to facilitate intelligent robot navigation. 

2. Identifying the relationships between the architectural blueprints maps and the 

cognitive maps. These relationships will be represented either by data, 

procedures, searching techniques, or solving problems.  

3. Identifying the required information in the architectural blueprint maps which 

are needed for creating cognitive maps.   
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4. Solving the difficulties that face simplifying the architectural blueprints maps 

to gain knowledge that constructs the intelligent robot cognitive maps. 

5. Dealing with false information from architectural blueprints maps that could 

lead to probabilities in building incorrect cognitive maps for the building.  

6. Creating the dynamic knowledge base based on the required information for 

creating cognitive maps, through the interaction with the environment, to be 

added to the intelligent robot's knowledge base.  

1.3. The Objectives of the Proposed Project 

Building Cognitive Maps can make it easier for the intelligent robot to work 

without the need of direct human interaction. 

It could also be used to reduce the time to reach a target room in a new building 

and this could be reduced more by using architectural blueprints maps where what could 

take hours to search and map a new building (Benjamin, Yung, 1993) will take minutes. 

However, we will need less information from the environment to build knowledge 

which means less space of knowledge stored and then retrieved, which also means less 

time retrieving that knowledge from the knowledge base and so less energy wasted on 

processing. 

Cognitive Maps supported by knowledge from architectural blueprints maps will 

also increase the ability of the intelligent robot to sweep more sophisticated buildings 

where you can notice that all researches have been made for indoor intelligent robot 

mapping assuming few rooms for the building to be surfed, where the proposed method 

could gain the ability to the intelligent robot to sweep building without taking in 

consideration its size, since there is an architectural blueprint for the building. 

The proposed method does not build the cognitive maps based on the architectural 

blueprint, but it makes the cognitive map for the intelligent robot dynamic where the 
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architectural blueprint is not the only source for the cognitive mapping, and the 

knowledge could be updated based on the reality. 

This will also give the ability to the intelligent robot to sweep unlived (abandoned 

or uninhabited) buildings, with less human guidance. 

1.4. Research Importance 

The new enhancement in cognitive mapping helps the security and the emergency 

forces to overcome any obstacle in the human jobs (jobs that are dangers to human). 

A human being in many situations needs to have basic information about the 

place or building he will surface so that he can navigate inside it, start building 

knowledge about the spatial that he will face, either acquiring that from a person who 

knows the place or using the information gained from reading the architectural blueprints 

of a building, and giving the ability to the intelligent robot to read the architectural 

blueprints of a building will be a large step in intelligent robot mapping and navigation. 

1.5. Study Boundaries 

The study covers buildings with one floor or one floor apartment, parts of its field 

of appliance is non-secured buildings during the emergency situations. 

1.6. Study limitations  

The study is within the indoor environments without discussing outdoor 

environments; taking into consideration that there must be only one door that separates 

between the path that the robot is deployed onto, and the room that the robot must reach 

as a result of its sweeping job. The study discusses working inside one floor without 

mentioning multi story buildings and using the stairs, elevators and inside non-secure and 

emergency situations that have required speed in reaching rooms where the crowded, 

urban, or dynamic areas will not be taken into consideration. 
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1.7. Thesis Structure 

The thesis includes five chapters, as proceeding in this chapter the introduction 

was covered. Chapter two is the literature survey for the thesis, showing the related work 

regarding intelligent robot, intelligent robot mapping, analyzing architectural maps and 

recognizing shapes in these maps. 

Chapter three views the terminology used in the study in different research areas. 

These methods are used within the work in order to satisfy different objectives. 

However, chapter four goes within the implementation of the proposed 

methodology of the work. 

Finally, chapter five contains the conclusion and the future work for the thesis. 

The thesis also includes references and an appendix. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Survey and Related Work 

2.1 Overview  

In recent years, intelligent robot mapping attracted many researchers in the field 

of intelligent robotics and artificial intelligence; so the literature survey and related work 

will be divided into four sections which are; literature survey related to intelligent robot, 

literature survey related to intelligent robot mapping, literature survey related to cognitive 

map, and literature survey related to analyzing architectural maps. 

2.2 Literature Survey Related to Intelligent Robots 

For more than 50 years, the concepts and applications of intelligent robots have 

been explored by the researchers in the field of Robots and AI. These intelligent robots 

are often modeled by what we see when we look into a mirror or what we can perform as 

humans. Over the years, a variety of intelligent robots have been described from game 

playing robots to novel industrial robots to mobile sensor guided robots. These intelligent 

robots are remarkable combinations of mechanisms, sensors, computer controls and 

power sources. Each component, as well as the proper interfaces among and between the 

components is essential to a successful robust intelligent robot. 

2.3 Literature Survey Related to Intelligent Robot Mapping 

Sebastian (2002) made a good survey discussing the techniques that have been 

used on intelligent robot mapping. He mentioned that many concepts have raised, some 

of it researched concepts that psychologists think how human thinks and builds maps and 

addressed it with the machines architecture like Shrihari, Stefan, Viet & Roland (2007), 

while others tried to find a new mapping concepts to perform human jobs far away from 

human thinking concepts like Benjamin (2000), Emilio & Benjamin,  (2003) or Puneet, 

Stergios & Gaurav (1999). Resent study about that was to build a network of camera 

systems linked with a centralized unit that give direction for a “Town Robot” by (Hiroshi, 
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Hiroshi & Katsumi, 1997). However, recent studies assure that making intelligent  robots 

perform human jobs requires using the concept of human intelligence like Chandler 

(2009), and the way psychologists think that human represent space is Cognitive 

Mapping, which we are going to build the study based on it. 

EL & BC (1985) defines an intelligent robot as “one that responds to changes to its 

environment through sensors connected to a controller”. Much of the research in robotics 

has been concerned with vision and tactile sensing. For example, one of the most 

important considerations in using a robot in a workplace is human safety. A robot 

equipped with sensory devices that detects the presence of an obstacle or a human worker 

within its workspace and automatically stops its motion or shuts itself down in order to 

prevent any harm to itself for the human worker is an important current implementation 

in most robotics work cells. 

To reach the best performance for a robot to be intelligent, human intelligence 

concepts are now being studied to be implemented on intelligent robots. Most recent 

research on this field was made by (Owaied, 2009), trying to study human system in term 

of functions, since the framework model is for a Robot doing a job as human in a 

specified and specific domain. 

2.4 Literature Survey Related to Cognitive Mapping 

Many definitions where written for cognitive mapping like those written by 

Stephanie (1998), and (Yoichiro & Ronald, 2003). However, Tolman (1984) defined it as 

“inferred the existence of cognitive maps by recording the spatial behavior of a maze-

running rat who took a -short cut- to the final destination by running across the top of a 

maze instead of following a route through It”. But a very recent and accurate definition 

by Yeap & Jefferies (2001) stated that: “Cognitive mapping, the process by which one’s 

mental representation of the environment is acquired and manipulated”. Also, it has been 

enhanced by many researchers gaining advantages from other fields like using 

fingerprints for places like Adriana & Roland. And some studies have been made to 

enhance a certain field on cognitive mapping like Shrihari, Stefan, Viet & Roland, 
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(2007). Others studied cognitive mapping on dynamic environments like (Dirk, Rudolph, 

Wolfram & Sebastian, 2003). 

Using architectural blueprint maps in building cognitive maps can facilitate it for 

humans to do their jobs better, and to improve building their cognitive maps, a research 

on this field has discovered that even two years of work in the same building did not 

build a correct cognitive map like persons who used blueprints for the building from the 

first time, while the research by Shannon (1988) discusses that: “The series of studies 

reported in this article examined the cognitive mapping systems of student nurses who 

had worked in the hospital for various periods of time. After inspecting several different 

measures, it was concluded that the student nurses had failed to form ‘survey’- type 

cognitive maps of the building even after traversing it for two years. A control 

experiment was tested, using naive subjects who were first asked to memorize floor plans 

of the building. These naive subjects performed significantly better on objective measures 

of cognitive mapping than did the nurses with two years' experience working at the 

hospital.” 

 A survey was made for school students by Tolman (1984) for outdoor 

environments also showed problems in directions of areas without maps. The study 

showed that “When students at U.C. San Diego were asked to draw the direction between 

San Diego and Reno, they incorrectly indicated that San Diego was west of Reno. Indeed, 

it was surprising to learn that Reno was in fact west of San Diego. After all, California is 

on the western coast of the United States, and Reno is far inland, in Nevada. A glance at a 

map reveals that the coast of California, far from running north-south, in fact, cuts 

eastward as it cuts southward. Stevens and Coupe attributed their findings to hierarchical 

representations of space. People do not remember the absolute locations of cities. Instead, 

they remember the states cities are part of, and the relative locations of the states. Then 

they infer the relative locations of cities from the locations of their superset states”. 

Another related research for Benjamin & Yung (1993) shows that the huge 

amount of time needed by an intelligent robot in to explore a new building without 

human guide or supporting maps and move from room to room inside the building. 
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However Jochen, Chee, Wai (2007) discussed that: “When animals (including 

humans) first explore a new environment, what they remember is fragmentary knowledge 

about the places visited. Yet, they have to use such fragmentary knowledge to find their 

way home. Humans naturally use more powerful heuristics while lower animals have 

shown to develop a variety of methods that tend to utilize two key pieces of information, 

namely distance and orientation information.” 

Depending on maps during robot mapping field, some studies have done using 

geographical maps during mapping, like (Motilal & Kurt, 2006), and others tried to put a 

theory to topological maps like (Emilio & Benjamin, 2003) and (Schönberg, Ojala, 

Suomela, Torpo & Halme, 1995). 

The knowledge based-system witnessed a huge research area and a good paper 

‘Frame Model for Intelligent Robot as Knowledge-Based System’ Owaied (2009), 

describes its architecture. This paper was as an inspiration for using the knowledge-based 

system architecture in the proposed project. 

2.5 Literature Survey Related to Analyzing Architectural Maps 

An analysis of architectural drawings has been discussed by few researchers. The 

architect’s point of view has been first discussed by Koutamanis (1989, 1990, 1992, 

1995), who takes into account the dual nature of the components of an architectural 

drawing: the building elements themselves and the spaces which they delimitate. 

According to him, only six building elements, with all possible reflections and 90o 

rotations, are necessary in a design drawing. He therefore recognizes these configurations 

by simple template matching. When all these elements are found, the spaces are 

delineated in the building by following the recognized elements and localizing successive 

corners at 90o and 270o. Although he did not, as far as we know, tackle real-world, 

scanned drawings, his ideas are a good foundation for spatial analysis methods. 

Recently, Llad´os (1996) has designed a system for analysis of hand-drawn 

sketches. Structural knowledge about the drawing is described using attributed graphs; 

thus, models are available for usual patterns such as beds, tables, bathroom furniture, 
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etc… These model graphs are stored in a library. The analysis itself is then performed by 

looking for a subgraph isomorphism between the segmented drawing and the library of 

models. In addition, the Hough transform is used to recognize elements which are not 

easily described by a symbol model, such as walls or hatching patterns. The results are 

interesting for the data used by the authors, but the variability of representations in 

architecture is not taken into account yet. 

Aoki et al. have a similar system Aoki, Shio, Arai & Odaka (1996). To reduce 

vectorization errors, they work with very strict conditions (line thickness, grid location, 

etc.) for the input data. Construction elements are recognized by a combination of two 

main primitives: line elements (walls and windows) and closed region elements (doors 

and closets). 

Ryall & Shieber (1995) have proposed a low-level technique working directly on 

the bitmap, by using proximity metric and delineating partially or fully bounded regions. 

This can be quite interesting to localize rooms, but a high-level analysis leading to 3D 

reconstruction is lacking, and the method is only semi-automatic.  

In the field of finding best routes after extracting information from maps, a good 

thesis by (Alex et al. 2009) discussed many methods to help students move from one 

building to another inside a university with the help of xml based map for the university. 

2.5.1 Recognizing Maps’ Objects 

As the architectural blueprint maps contain many objects and shapes, a plenty of 

algorithms were raised to recognize these shapes. 

Sundar (2003) and Ashbrook & Thacker (1998) discussed that shape matching 

algorithms have been used to detect certain shapes using skeletonization algorithms. A 

good research in this field was made by (Pavel & Carlos, 2000), who have declared 

different methods used for skeletonization. Some also used arc segmentation like Liu & 

Dov (1998) who have defined arc segmentation as “an open problem in the area of line 

drawing interpretation”. Coeurjolly, Gérard, Reveillés & Tougne (2004) and João, 
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Marco, Daniel & António (2005) also used the same method. In the same area, some have 

used edge based features to detect shapes like (Mikolajczyk, Zisserman & Schmid, 2003). 

Parameter shape recognition has been used to detect shapes in images as (Jay & Jonathan, 

2002). 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Three
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Chapter Three 

Terminology 

3.1 Overview 

This chapter includes the declaration of the methods and terms that are used in the 

algorithms and how these algorithms are used. 

3.2 Architectural Blueprints 

The term “Architectural Blueprints” is part of the general term in the construction 

industry which is “blueprint”, where the blueprint is defined by Sam (2009) as follows: 

“blueprint generally refers to a composite of several plans, such as the foundation plan, 

the floor plan, elevations, sections, mechanical plans and details, etc., that are assembled 

into an organized set of drawings to transmit as much information about a project as can 

be placed on paper in two-dimensional views.” 

Architectural Blueprint map or what sometimes is called floor plans is the 

foundation plan of a building, or the map that semi-presents the vertical top cross-view of 

buildings in the real world. 

This thesis suggests the use of a map for building cognitive maps of knowledge-

based intelligent robot. And since the purpose of this robot is currently indoor 

environments, then the best, reliable and accurate maps in this field are the Architectural 

Blueprint maps. 

3.2.1 Architectural Blueprint Maps Drafting Standards 

Architectural Blueprint Maps have standards to be followed, so that the Institute 

of Architects worldwide does not approve the drawings that have a leak in following 

these standards. 
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Sam (2009) has discussed these standards in his book: “The American National 

Standards Institute (ANSI) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 

have adopted drafting standards that are voluntarily accepted and widely used throughout 

the world. These standards incorporate and complement other architectural/engineering 

standards developed and accepted by professional organizations such as the American 

Institute of Architects (AIA), the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 

and others”. 

Within these standards are symbols’ standards, which are the symbols that the 

architects should follow while presenting objects (doors, windows …) in the 

Architectural Blueprint Maps. Figure 3-1 shows some of these symbols. 

 

Figure 3-1 : Architectural Blueprint Maps’ Symbols 

These standards were used in this thesis for reading the architectural blueprints 

maps. Hence, any non-approved drawings by the Institute of Architects worldwide are 

not supported by this work of algorithm. 
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3.3 Pixel & Pixel Neighbors 

Rudolf (1999) defines Pixel as “a spatial resolution element. It is the smallest 

distinguishable and resolvable area in an image”. 

In this work, Architectural blueprints analyzing algorithms used the pixel for 

visioning, simplifying and analyzing the Architectural blueprints maps. Where the maps 

images, after being received by one of the communication interfaces, should be converted 

to RGB image, where each pixel in the image has a set of color ranges starting from 

perfect black that its hexadecimal value is (000000), to perfect white that its hexadecimal 

value is (FFFFFF), where the first two hexadecimals present the red value of the pixel, 

the second two hexadecimals present the green value of the pixel, and the third two 

hexadecimals present the green value of the pixel. 

The neighbors of the pixel are the eight pixels surrounding the pixel from its eight 

directions, as the Figure 3-2 shows. 

 

Figure 3-2 : Pixel’s Neighbors 

In this thesis, when the term “P left pixel” is mentioned then it is the fifth 

neighbor pixel of pixel P, “P right pixel” is the fourth neighbor pixel of pixel P, “P top 

pixel” is the seventh neighbor pixel of pixel P, “P bottom pixel” is the second neighbor 
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pixel of pixel P. However, the four other pixels (first, third, sixth and eighth neighbor 

pixels) are mentioned directly. 

In the purpose of declaring the colors in the figures, symbols will be used instead, 

it will be declared when the usage of symbols is necessary. 

3.4 Masks & Scanned Pixels 

The general definition of a mask as defined by Rudolf (1999) is: “A frame 

mounted in front of a television picture tube to limit the viewing area of the screen”. 

In vision, mask is used to store specific pixels for an image in the short memory, 

where it helps during calculations and algorithms of vision. 

Before being able to use the mask, it should first have a preserved area in the 

memory, at the beginning, the size of the preserved area is specified by the program that 

initialized the mask, considering the type of colors (RGB, Bitmap …) used by the 

original image, then it can be extended while trying to add more pixels to the mask if the 

current preserved area is fully loaded. Then the mask can receive pixels with the pixels 

parameters, like the original position of the pixel and its color value. For example, in 

Figure 3-3, if blue (boxes with o symbols) pixels are to be masked, then mask is initiated 

in the short memory with a specific name, the type of colors used by the left image, after 

that blue pixels are sent to the initiated mask, sending each pixel along with its x and y 

coordinates and its color. 

 

Figure 3-3 : Masking 
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Tagging pixels as scanning pixels can be done in many ways; putting a copy of 

the pixel in an area with its coordinates or putting the scanned pixels in a mask. 

Algorithms of this thesis use multiple masks. Whenever terms like “scanned 

pixels” or “sent to mask x” are used, then a mask in the memory is initiated. Moreover, 

when terms like “check mask pixels” or “if pixel is within the mask x …” are mentioned, 

then a mask is retrieved from the short memory, then it is checked if a specific pixel does 

exists within it. 

3.5 Pattern Recognition & Matching 

According to Sergios & Konstantinos (2006) pattern recognition is: “the scientific 

discipline whose goal is the classification of these objects into a number of categories or 

classes” they also add: “Machine vision is an area in which pattern recognition is of 

importance. A machine vision system captures images via a camera and analyzes them to 

produce descriptions of what is imaged.”  

Pattern recognition could be assuring that an image contains specific shapes or 

objects. For example, if a car to be recognized using patterns, at least one door, one 

window and one wheel should be found on the image. The problem occurs if the previous 

items are in the image but it is not a car, because the image might be for a scrap items. So 

to increase the accuracy, the position of those patterns (shapes) must be more accurate. 

If we are searching for more than one set of patterns, pattern matching is used. In 

the previous example, if the car was not found, then a plane should be found, with 

specific patterns (wings, tail …), then it is pattern matching. 

Patterns for both pattern recognition and matching could be pixels, searching for a 

set of pixels in the image. If this set does exist in the image, then recognition (or 

matching) is done. Matching in the set of pixels we are searching for may not be 100% 

accurate, sometimes the image is rotated, or little mismatching because of noise 

problems, here the demand of decreasing the accuracy appears. Pixel patterns are used in 

thesis to give more accuracy. 
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An example of pattern recognition is as follows: in Figure 3-4, assuming that the 

colored boxes are pixels, then the image is similar the one that is on our mind if it contain 

red pixel (boxes with x symbols) in position (1,1), black pixels in (2,3), (5,3), (6,3), blue 

pixels (boxes with o symbols) in (2,1), (2,2), (4,4), and does not contain a yellow pixel 

(boxes with y symbols) in (5,1). Most of the patterns match the ones in the image except 

one; the image is recognized in terms of accuracy. 

 

Figure 3-4 : Pixels Matching 

3.6 Path Definition 

As Rudolf (1999) said “In navigation, an imaginary line connecting a series of 

points in space and constituting a proposed or traveled route” is called a path. 

In building the path is any space that a navigator, either a human or an intelligent 

robot, could navigate inside (move from point to point). The space could be a corridor, 

room … etc.  
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3.7 Main Path 

In this thesis, the main path is a set of corridors connected with each others, where 

one of these corridors is the intelligent robot start point exists, translating this definition 

to the architectural blueprint maps, the main path is the shape the red label (start point) is 

positioned. Figure 3-5 shows the main path (lines with x symbols). 

 

Figure 3-5 : Main Path in a Building 

3.8 Rooms 

In buildings any closed space that has a floor, ceiling, walls, at least one door and 

might by windows, but not the main path, is considered as a room. So for example, at 

home; the kitchen, hall, child or parents rooms, bathrooms … etc, are all categorized 

under the name of room. In this thesis, which deals with architectural blueprint maps, 

rooms are any white shapes sized more than a specific value (the value does not matter 

here, because it is mentioned for the reader just to give him the knowledge about the 
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architectural blueprints), that is not the main path. So path is mentioned as a room, if it is 

not the main path. 

Rooms could also be counted as paths, but for the classification purpose, it is 

considered as a room. Figure 3-5 shows rooms (lines with o symbols). 

3.9 Turnings 

The path could contain turnings, a turning is a result of two corridors or more 

meeting each other in a point, this point is the turning. The turning on the real world is a 

crossroad where the navigator needs to make a choice to continue his way (left, right, go 

ahead).  

In the map, the turning is two straight corridors meeting each other in a point 

within the main path; turnings cause specific shapes that are used in the thesis algorithms 

to recognize them, after discarding the corridors.  

The degree of the turning is specified by the angle between the two corridors. 

Since not all turnings have the same degree, describing the turning in the goal of building 

the cognitive map contains a simple specification for the degree, (hard left, semi straight, 

normal right … etc). 

3.10 Vertical and Horizontal Corridors 

A straight corridor in the real world might be vertical or horizontal line in the 

architectural blueprints. Sometimes, these lines are not so vertical nor so horizontal. 

In this thesis, semi vertical lines (corridors) are considered as vertical corridors. 

However, semi horizontal lines (corridors) are considered as horizontal corridors. As 

shown in Figure 3-6, a certain degree separates vertical from horizontal corridors. 
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Figure 3-6 : Horizontal (right) & Vertical (left) C orridors  

3.11 Start and end points 

The point that the robot will be placed on the building is called the start point. The 

end point is the target that the robot must reach as a result of its job. 

It is assumed in the thesis that start point is on the main path with only one door 

which separates it from the end point, where it is a room or another path. While current 

work deals with surfing one floor on a building, then these two points should be on the 

same floor. 

As an example of the start and end points, let’s assume that you have entered a 

university building, intending to reach the registration office in that building, the first step 

you make inside that building is the start point, and the registration office is the end point. 

3.12 Labeling Maps   

Many methods can be used for labeling an image or map, marking certain Figure, 

text or color, on an area on the image. For example, if we want to label a room on a map 

as the kitchen, then as seen in Figure 3-7, “kitchen” text might be printed on the map on 

the kitchen room, kitchen sign placed on the map in the kitchen room, or a colored shape 

centered on the kitchen room (box with k symbol), as agreed before with the person 

reading the map, that colored shape (box with k symbol) is the kitchen. 
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Figure 3-7 : Different Labeling Techniques  

In this thesis, red and blue shapes were used to label respectively start and end 

points on the map. Labeling person must be accurate when specifying the position of 

labels, as labels must be in the same place in the reality. Also labels must be clear, using 

a computer program for labeling or putting previous prepared stickers, and avoiding the 

use hand drawings. 

3.13 Medial Axis (skeleton) 

Skeleton or medial axis on the image processing field is finding the core pixels of 

2D shapes, as Figure 3-8, or 3D shapes, as Figure 3-9, where this core (Skeleton) can be 

the identifier of that shape. This matches the reality, which is that finding the skeleton of 

a dead creature can help finding the species this creature is related to. 

 

Figure 3-8 : 2d Skeleton Example (Sundar et al. 2003) 
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Figure 3-9 : 3d Skeleton Example (Sundar et al. 2003) 

General steps as described by Sundar et al. (2003) “The steps in this process 

include: obtaining a volume, computing a set of skeletal nodes, connecting the nodes into 

a graph, and then indexing into a database.”  

In this thesis, medial axis is used to find the graph that presents the path that the 

intelligent robot can take during its navigation. 

3.14 Cognitive Mapping 

The Intelligent Robot should have the capabilities that is declared by Owaied 

(2009), which he says: “behaving like a human being, smart, problem solver of 

unstructured and complex problems as human does, understands languages, learner, and 

is able to reason and analyze data and information, and so on”. However, human does 

work as a knowledge-based system as described earlier. It is constructed as shown in the 

Figure 3-10 from: the communication with the environment unit, human inference 

engine, and long term memory. 
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Figure 3-10: Functional Model of Human System Owaied (2009) 

On the other hand, robot knowledge based system is built as Figure 3-11 shows, 

where as described Owaied (2009) by “the left side arrow presents the direction of 

implementation of knowledge-based system as computer-based software and the most 

important part is the knowledge base and the inference engine and user interface will be 

implemented according to the knowledge base scheme used”. 

 

Figure 3-11 : Intelligent Robot Knowledge Based System Owaied (2009) 

 A detailed view of the architecture of Intelligent Robot knowledge based system 

is shown in Figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-12 : The Architecture of Intelligent Robot as Knowledge-Based System Owaied (2009) 

As shown in Figure 3-13, the intelligent robot takes the image using the 

communication facility in the robot interface, which is a part of the knowledge based 

system. Then it updates the knowledge in the knowledge base by producing a cognitive 

map to be stored in the knowledge base for the robot behavior, to help the intelligent 

robot on navigating and mapping in real time. These steps are declared in detail in the 

next chapter. 
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Figure 3-13 : Main Algorithms as Processes as a Knowledge-Based System 
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Chapter Four 

The Implementation of Proposed Methodology 

4.1 Overview 

This chapter presents the methodology and implementation of creating the cognitive 

map using a blueprint map. The methodology consists of many algorithms; these 

algorithms are used for gaining knowledge from the architectural blueprint maps so as to 

build the cognitive map. They will be used by the inference engine of the knowledge 

based-system of the intelligent robot. These algorithms will be explained in the next 

section.  

4.2 The Algorithms 

Before proceeding to the algorithms declaration, the algorithms are listed below, 

then the structure of the algorithms will be defined to view both the input and output of 

each algorithm and its position in the whole program.  

The algorithms respectively are: 

1- Threshold algorithm:  filters and simplifies the architectural blueprint map 

(changing the map from all color ranges to four colors only, which will be 

mentioned in the algorithm). 

2- Flood Fill Algorithm:  masks pixels with the same color in a closed region. 

3- Start Point Finding:  finds the start point label in the map. 

4- End Point Finding: finds the end point label in the map. 

5- Main Path Finding:  finds the main path (the path to be taken to navigate from 

the start point to the end point). 
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6- Targeted Room Finding: finds the room that must be reached as a result of the 

navigation job to be done by the intelligent robot. 

7- Similarity Algorithm:  searches the map for a certain pattern to find a certain 

objects on it (here it is used to find the doors in the map). 

8- Medial Axis: finds the center pixels of the corridors and turnings in the map and 

connects them together to make the medial axis of the main path. 

9- Labeling the Medial-Axis: converts the set of the nodes of the turnings and the 

start and end points, together and finds the distance between each of the two 

neighbors together. 

10- Finding the Shortest Path: finds the shortest path array starting from the start 

point and ending with the end point. 

11- Translating Path to Directions: translating the shortest path to directions, 

finding the angle of each three nodes together, and then converting these angels to 

a direction to be stored in the knowledge base. 

12- Cognitive Mapping Storing Algorithm:  builds the cognitive map and stores 

each direction in a new node (frame) that establishes the cognitive map as a 

network of nodes (graph). 

To declare the whole process, the intelligent robot takes the blueprint map as an 

image and, simplifies it using the threashold algorithm. Then it finds the start and end 

points based on their labels on the map. After that, it masks the main path and the target 

room based on the start and end points using the flood fill algorithm. Then it finds all the 

doors in the map including the target room door. Then the usage of the medial axis 

algorithm comes, where it finds the medial axis of the path, then labels it and connects 

each node with its neighbor node to be sent to the shortest path algorithm, which returns 

an array of the shortest path nodes. Then the intelligent robot uses a translating path to 

directions algorithm, where each turn is translated to a direction and sent to the cognitive 

mapping algorithm. Meanwhile, the cognitive map is initiated and updated with each new 
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direction translated. Finally, the cognitive map is committed and stored in the knowledge 

base. Figure 4-1 shows the data flow diagram for the whole program. 

 

Figure 4-1: The Data Flow Diagram for the Algorithms inside the Program. 
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For the purpose of demonstration, testing and declaring the algorithms, 

Architectural blueprint map for offices building at Regus Whitefields Centre, Bangalore, 

India is used. Figure 4-2 shows the building itself. 

 

Figure 4-2 : Offices Building at Regus Whitefields Centre, Bangalore, 

India (India Property, 2008). 
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Figure 4-3 presents the labeling architectural blueprint process for the center floor 

of the offices building at Regus Whitefields Centre, Bangalore, India. Some algorithms 

were proved using MATLAB R2009b.  

 

Figure 4-3 : Labeled Architectural Blueprint for th e Center Floor at Regus Whitefields Centre, 

Bangalore, India. 
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All algorithms will be respectively declared below, with an example on it and its pseudocode: 

1- Threshold algorithm 

Architectural blueprint maps most likely have a lot of noise Figure 4-4, especially 

if they are scanned from a hard copy or old architectural maps, gray scale colors. Hence, 

they need to have a threshold to certain colors in order to decrease and utilize the 

processing time. 

 

Figure 4-4 : Scanned Blueprints have a lot of Noise. 

While the need of a simple, dedicated threshold algorithm is necessary to simplify 

working on the architectural map, a simple enhanced threshold algorithm has been 

developed in this work, to match color ranges (black, white, red, blue) expected by the 

robot inference engine, where black color presents the elements inside the map (walls, 

doors …), the white pixels present the paths available, the red pixels present the start 

point and the blue pixels present the end point. 

As shown in Figure 4-5, starting from the first pixel in the Architectural blueprint 

map (0,0), threshold algorithm checks if the pixel color sets in the range of the white 

color, if so, it converts the pixel to perfect white (FFFFFF). If not it checks the pixel 
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whether color sets in the range of the black. If yes, it converts the pixel to perfect black 

(000000), if not, it checks if the pixels color sets in the range of the red color. If so, it 

converts the pixel to perfect red (FF0000) (shape with x symbol), if not, it checks if the 

pixels color sets in the range of the blue. If so, it converts the pixel to perfect blue 

(0000FF) (shape with o symbol). If none of the above ranges matches the color, then it 

converts the color of the pixel to perfect black (000000). Since all other colors will 

present elements in the map and tell the robot that these are elements using the 

algorithms, it must be changed to black pixels (robot considers black pixels as elements).  

The mentioned color ranges sets on the knowledge-base of the robot based on 

RGB starting from perfect black (000000), ending with perfect white (FFFFFF). 

Previous step is repeated for each pixel in the Architectural blueprint map, 

narrowing the colors of it to the four colors mentioned above, Figure 4-6 shows the 

output after applying the code on the map using MATLAB R2009b. 

 

Figure 4-5 : Thresholding Pseudo code 
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Figure 4-6 : Blueprint after Threasholding, Using MATLAB R2009b. 
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2- Flood Fill Algorithm 

Flood Fill, is an algorithm that is commonly used by pictures editors. It is mostly 

used in selecting a set of connected pixels with the same color within a bordered figure, 

and the first picture editor starts using it was Adobe Corporation, the pseudo code 

mentioned here is the code for 8-Way Recursive Method from Lode (2004). 

“The 8-Way Recursive Method works like this: at the start position, you "plant a 

seed". Each seed gives the pixel at its position the new color, and then plants a new seed 

at its 8 neighbors. Each of these new seeds will draw a pixel again and plant even more 

seeds, but only if fulfills the following conditions: 

- The pixel is inside the screen: edges of the screen also count as edges of the area to 

be filled.  

- The pixel has oldColor: if it hasn't, it's either a border of the area we're filling, or a 

pixel that has already been given the newColor.  

- The pixel doesn't have a newColor: this condition is only needed if oldColor is the 

same as oldColor. Otherwise, it'll keep running forever since newly drawn pixels will 

again have oldColor and thus, seeds will be planted again and again forever. 

The function will keep calling itself more and more until eventually all pixels are filled”. 

If the newColor is not spacifed, then it is the same as oldColor. 

The aim of this algorithm is to put the selection in a non symmetry matrix, so that 

each pixel in the mask represents a pixel in the Figure with the same coordinates. The 

non symmetry matrix is called a mask. 

In the algorithm, masks are used as a tagging method side by side as a sub image 

within the architectural blueprint map, while working with the sub image will not reflect 

the pixel in the main map. Figure 4-7 shows the algorithm Pseudocode. 
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Figure 4-7 : Flood Fill Algorithm Pseudo code 

3- Start Point Finding 

As mentioned on the scenario, intelligent robot owners should specify start and 

end points (Figure 4-10) to the intelligent robot, start point should be a red label (shape 

with x symbol) that represents the intelligent robot start position in the targeted building. 

To recognize a start point, an algorithm was made (As shown in Figure 4-8) to 

find the only red pixels set in the architectural blue print map. Thus, starting from the first 

pixel on the map if the pixel is red (FF0000) (shape with x symbol), the algorithm put it 

on the startPointMask which is a mask that represents the set of all red pixels in the map 

(the red label (shape with x symbol)). After that, the red pixel (shape with x symbol) in 

the map is converted to a white pixel (FFFFFF). This step decreases later calculations. 
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Figure 4-8 : StartPoint Finding Algorithm Pseudo code 

   

4- End Point Finding 

This algorithm is pretty similar to the previous one, which was used to recognize 

the end point, an algorithm was made (As shown in Figure 4-9) to find the only blue 

pixels set in the architectural blue print map. Thus, starting from the first pixel on the 

map if the pixel is blue (0000FF) (shape with o symbol), the algorithm put it on 

endPointMask which is a mask that represents the set of all blue pixels in the map (the 

blue label (shape with o symbol)). After that, the blue pixel in the map is converted to a 

white pixel (FFFFFF). This step decreases later calculations. 
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Figure  0-9 : endpoint Algorithm Pseudo code 

 

Figure 4-10 : Start (right (shape with x symbol)) & End (left (shape with o symbol)) Point Labels. 

5- Main Path Finding 

  As in the scenario, the start point should be in the main path of the targeted room. 

While the start point relays on the main path, then all of its pixels are part from the main 

path pixels.  
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  As shown in Figure 4-11, to find the main path, the algorithm needs to get any 

point from the mask startPointMask where the positions of all start point pixels are 

stored; this position is then sent along with the main path color (white), to the floodFill8 

function which will capture all the main path pixels, which are white pixels disclosed 

inside the walls, doors and windows of this main path. The function returns a mask that is 

captured by the main path finding algorithm as a mask called mainPathMask. Figure 4-11 

displays a declaring shape for the mask. 

 

Figure 4-11 : Main Path Finding Algorithm Pseudo code. 
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Figure 4-12 : Main Path Extracted from the Blueprint after Applying the Algorithm. 

6- Targeted Room Finding 

  Scenario has specified that the end point should be in the targeted room, which is 

the room that is separated from the main path by only one door. Since the end point 

relays on the targeted room, then all of its pixels are part from the targeted room white 

pixels.  

  To find the targeted room, the algorithm (Figure 4-13) needs to get any point from 

the mask endPointMask, where the positions of all end point pixels are stored; this 

position is then sent along with the targeted room background color (white), to the 
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floodFill8 function which will capture all the targeted room background pixels, which are 

white pixels disclosed inside the walls, doors and windows of this targeted room. The 

function returns a mask that is captured by the targeted room finding algorithm as a mask 

called targetedRoomMask. Figure 4-14 shows a declaring shape for the mask. 

 

Figure 4-13 : Targeted Room Finding Algorithm Pseudo code 

   

 

Figure 4-14 : Targeted Door Extracted from the Blueprint after Applying the Algorithm. 
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7- Similarity Algorithm 

  As shown in Figure 4-15. For each white pixel, the algorithm finds the white 

shape that contains it, each shape gets its own mask, then is sent to a function that 

calculate the size of the mask. If the returned size is bigger or smaller than a specific size, 

then the mask will be ignored, because as experienced, doors size set between that 

ranges. If returned size sets within that range, then it might be a door or other 

architectural symbol. So, in order to make sure that it is a door before tagging it, the 

algorithm contains pattern matching. Figure 4-16 shows different patterns examples. 

 

Figure 4-15 : Similarity Algorithm Pseudo Code 
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Figure 4-16 : Different Patterns Examples. 

a. Pattern Matching 

  The main idea of pattern matching is checking for specific patterns in images, if 

patterns almost rely on the checked image, then the image is similar to the patterned 

image. In this algorithm, pattern matching is enhanced to do a specific job, utilizing 

processing time. Matching the suspected doors’ background with specific pixels (white, 

nonwhite) for right to left, left to right, bottom to up and top to bottom doors, where 

Figure 4-17 shows different doors’ patterns.  

 

Figure 4-17 : Different Door Patterns 

  The algorithm takes the current suspected door’s mask background and compares 

it with the mentioned patterns (right to left, left to right …). If one of the patterns 

matched the mask, then the mask is a door, the patterns are put to satisfy the heel and the 

semi heel background door shapes. 

  For a detailed description for the above, to do the comparison, each pattern 

contains a matrix for a specific white and nonwhite (no pixel). Let’s assume the 
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following; left to right pattern, has [Ps, Pg, Pr … Pn] white pixels, and [Pw, Pd, Pf … Pn] 

non white pixels, if the two conditions are satisfied, where the mentioned pixels are in the 

door background mask, then the shape is the background of a door.  Figure 4.19 shows 

the Pseudo code of the algorithm. 

b. Target room door 

   A door is said to be a targeted room door, if it is the door that directly separates 

the targeted room (the room that the intelligent robot reaches it as a result of the cognitive 

map built on knowledge gained from reading and analyzing the architectural blueprint 

map) and the main path (the path that the robot start point is set). Figure 4-18 shows the 

target door position in the map. 

 

Figure 4-18 : Target Door Round Pixels Set Within Target Room and Main Path Pixels. 

  Figure 4-19 presents the Pseudo code for performing the previous step, the door is 

checked if it is a target room door, by checking 10 pixels around the door back into the 

main map, if there exists a pixel from round pixels is part from the mainPath mask, and 

there exists another pixel from the same door round pixels is part from the 

targetRoomMask, then it is the Targeted Room Door. 
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Figure 4-19 : Finding Doors Pseudo code. 

  Target Room Door shape is stored on a new mask named targetDoorMask. Also, 

all the other doors background are stored in a new mask named doorsMask. All the door 

shapes’ pixels are converted from white pixels to green pixels.  

8- Medial Axis 

  This is an enhanced algorithm for finding medial axis for paths on architectural 

blueprint maps. The idea for using the medial-axis is to find main path central pixels, and 

it is worth mentioning that the medial axis is defined by Rudolf (1999) as the following 

“The medial-axis transformation is useful in thinning a polygon, or, as is sometimes said, 
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finding its skeleton. The goal is to extract a simple, robust representation of the shape of 

the polygon”. 

  Each center pixel represents the center distance between two side boarder pixels; 

the need for these pixels in the algorithm emerges from the need of building a network of 

nodes for the path, where each node represents a turning in the real world (left, right …), 

the algorithm also ignores finding the center pixels paths that are too small for intelligent 

robot to navigate into. Figure 4-20 shows finding boarder pixels Pseudo code. 

  First, it is important to group the mask mainPathMask with the two doors masks, 

doorsMask and targetedDoorMask. The new mask contains green shapes which are doors 

from doorsMask and targetedDoorMask, and white shape which is the main path. 

 

Figure 4-20 : Finding Boarder Pixels Pseudo code. 

  The algorithm starts finding the boarder of the main path, where the boarder is 

any white pixel that at least one of its neighbors is not a white pixel. All the boarder 

pixels are put on an array boarderArray. 
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a. Finding Central Pixels for Corridors  

  There are two types of corridors for the main path. One of them is horizontal that 

includes typical horizontal and semi horizontal corridors, and the other one is vertical that 

includes typical vertical and semi vertical corridors. 

  The algorithm repeats the grouped mask twice; one for finding center pixels for 

vertical corridors and the other loop for finding center pixels for the horizontal corridors. 

b. Vertical Corridors 

  As shown in Figure 4-21, starting from the first boarder pixel in the mask, looping 

mask row by row, for the left boarder pixel (white boarder that its left neighbor pixel is 

nonwhite colored) the algorithm starts searching for its right boarder, by increasing the x 

value of the left pixel until it reaches the right boarder (white boarder that its right 

neighbor pixel is nonwhite colored), if the distance between these two pixels is smaller 

than minBoarder value (the value that the corridor must be greater than) then all pixels 

between them including them are removed. And if the distance between these two pixels 

is greater than maxBoarder value (the value that the corridor must be smaller than), then 

these pixels are ignored for now. Otherwise, the center pixel of these two side boarders is 

calculated as equation 1. 

Pcenter = ( Y(P), X(Pright) - X(P) / 2 ) … equation 1 

The Pcenter is then black-colored. 

  Then, the algorithm puts the white pixels between the side boarders, including the 

side boarders on an array named arraytoRemove, in order to delete this array later. 

  As shown in Figure 4-24, searching 30 pixel on the left of P and 30 pixels on the 

right of Pright to find if there is a green pixel, which is the doors center pixels, if the 

green pixel found, then the Pcenter is put on an array that collects all the doors on the 

main path and their coordinates doorsArray along with the “left” or “right” values, if the 

green pixel is within the targetDoorMask, then the variable endPointVar is set as Pcenter 
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along with the “left” or “right” values. Figure 4-22 shows the path after finding center 

pixels for vertical corridors only using MATLAB R2009b. 

 

Figure 4-21 : Center Pixels for Vertical Corridors Pseudo code. 
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Figure 4-22 : the Path after Finding Center Pixels for Vertical Corridors Only. 

c. Horizontal Corridors 

  The same as vertical scanning, as shown in Figure 4-23, starting from the first 

boarder pixel in the mask, looping mask column by column, for the top boarder pixel 

(white boarder that its top neighbor pixel is nonwhite colored) the algorithm start 

searching for its bottom boarder, by increasing the y value of the top pixel until it reaches 

the bottom boarder (white boarder that its bottom neighbor pixel is nonwhite colored), if 

the distance between these two pixels is smaller than minBoarder value (the value that the 

corridor must be greater than) then all pixels between them including them are removed. 

And if the distance between these two pixels is greater than maxBoarder value (the value 

that the corridor must be smaller than) then these pixels are ignored for now. Otherwise 

the center pixel of these two side boarders is calculated as equation 2. 

Pcenter = (Y (P), X (Pbottom) - X (P) / 2) … equation 2 

The Pcenter is then black colored. 
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Figure 4-23 : Center Pixels for Horizontal Corridors Pseudo code. 

 

  Then the algorithm puts the white pixels between the side boarders including the 

side boarders on an array named arraytoRemove, to delete this array later. 
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Figure 4-24 : Connecting Doors with Medial Axis Pseudo code. 
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  As shown in Figure 4-24, there is a process of searching 30 pixel on the top of P 

and 30 pixels on the bottom of Pbottom to find if there is a green pixel, which is the doors 

center pixels. If a green pixel is found, then the Pcenter is put on an array that collects all 

the doors on the main path and their coordinates doorsArray along with the “top” or 

“bottom” values, if the green pixel was within the targetDoorMask, then the variable 

endPointVar is set as Pcenter along with the “top” or “bottom” values. Figure 4-25 shows 

the path after finding center pixels for vertical and horizontal corridors. 

 

Figure 4-25 : Path After Finding Center Pixels For Vertical & Horizontal Corridors. 

d. Finding Turnings Centers 

  From applying the two above steps, almost all white pixels from the mask are 

removed, except white shapes that connected horizontal and vertical corridors. These 

shapes present the turning in the real world, and the nodes in the path graph, since any 

pixel in these shapes cannot be either a center pixel or mid pixel (pixels between tow 

boarders), since these shapes where ignored by the conditions in the above two sections. 
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Figure 4-26 : Finding Turns Pseudo code. 

  The color of all these shapes is white, with at least two black pixels touching its 

boarder from more than one side, why? Because if there is one black pixel touching its 

boarder, then the corridor would not be ignored by the conditions, (it is not a turning 

shape), and it has been already skeletonized in previous steps. 

  Using a code in Figure 4-26, each turning shape is selected using the floodfill8 

function, then for each pixel in the shape if one of its neighbors (not all of them) is a 

nonwhite colored pixel, then the pixel is a boarder pixel, and it is removed. The algorithm 

repeats removing the turning boarder until finding a pixel that its eight neighbors’ pixels 

colors are nonwhite, then this is a center pixel for the turning, that should be black 

colored and added to an array that contains all nodes of the main path named nodesArray. 
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  The black pixels touching the turning shape are saved in an array for the current 

shape, before finding the center pixel for this shape. So when the center pixel is allocated, 

the algorithm connects these pixels with the center pixel. Figure 4-27 shows the original 

medial axis after applying the Algorithm on MATLAB R2009b. 

 

Figure 4-27: Original Medial Axis after Applying The Algorithm on MATLAB R2009b.  

9- Labeling the Medial-Axis  

  The previous algorithms labeled the doors in the medial-axis. Also, the end point 

variable was found, so the algorithm (Figure 4-28) searches for the start point in the 

medial-axis from the set of pixels in startPointMask. These values are put on a variable 

startPointVar. Figure 4-29 shows the labeled medial axis with nodes on red for a 

simulation purpose. 
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Figure 0-28 : Start Point Node in the Map. 

 

 

Figure 4-29 : Labeled Medial Axis with Nodes on Red for a Simulation Purpose. 

10- Finding the Shortest Path 

The Idea of this algorithm is to find the possible shortest path between the start 

and end points. In order to give the intelligent robot the required knowledge from the 

blueprints to sweep a building, the shortest path starting from startPoint ending with 

endpoint should be found in order to decrease the time that is needed for sweeping the 

targeted building..  

This Algorithm contains connected sub algorithms, listed below: 
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a. Creating Graph (Connecting Nodes) 

As a result of the previous step, a collection of nodes have been extracted from 

the blueprint map. Each node must be connected to its neighbors, so that the nodes are in 

sets as a network, each node with its neighbor (i.e. (node1, node3), (node1, node4), 

(node2, node3) …). 

In order to find the neighbors, as shown in Figure 4-31, each node boarder pixel 

labeled previously (including start and end points) is put in a function along with the 

node itself as a pixel that returns a node neighbor from one direction. Algorithm takes the 

current pixel (initially it is the node itself), put it in a variable, then take one of its eight 

neighbors. If one of these pixel’s eight neighbors is a node, then it finishes its job and 

returns the node. Otherwise, it takes the other neighbor from the eight neighbors of the 

pixel. If this pixel is not as the same as the variable, then it is set as the new variable, and 

checked for next neighbor again until the next node is reached or a node with only one 

neighbor that is tagged in the variable, this means that a closed path is reached. Two 

Cases are shown in Figure 4-30. 

 

Figure 4-30 : Two Cases Appear on Connecting Nodes. 
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Figure 4-31 : Connecting Nodes Pseudo code. 

In the case of finding the neighbor node, the distance between the two nodes is 

calculated and returned within the set (i.e. (node1, node3, 50), (node1, node4, 150), 

(node2, node3, 70) …). 
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b. Floyd’s Algorithm 

This algorithm has been previously declared by Taha (2007): “It determines the 

shortest route between any two nodes in the network. The algorithm represents an n-node 

network as a square matrix with n rows and n columns. Entry (~j) of the matrix gives the 

distance d ij from node i to node j, which is finite if i is linked directly to j, and infinite 

otherwise”. The algorithm finds the shortest path in a network of nodes. As it is built it 

takes the sets of nodes, where each node is put within its neighbor node along with the 

distance (weight) between the two nodes. Also, the start and end points must be specified. 

Figure 4-32 shows the algorithm Pseudo code. 

The algorithm has been edited in this study to match on going algorithms, because 

the original one assumes directed paths, where no directed paths are considered in 

navigation. 

 

Figure 4-32 : Shortest Path by Floyd Algorithm Pseudo Code. 
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11- Translating to Directions 

Finding Shortest Path Algorithm returns the path as an array of nodes. This array 

needs to be translated as understandable directions to be built as a cognitive map. 

As shown in Figure 4-34, back to the labeled map, starting form startPoint, the 

angle between each three nodes is calculated in order to find the direction which three 

nodes presents, as specified previously in the knowledge-base, every angle presents a 

specific direction (i.e. 10-30: Hard right, 31-50: normal right, 180-200 right left and so 

on). 

If the direction is found, it is stored in the knowledge-base within the analyzed 

map knowledge section, and then next three nodes should be taken within the shortest 

path, till reaching endpoint. Figure 4-35 shows how angels are translated into directions. 

 

Figure 4-33 : Angels Translated into Directions. 
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Figure 4-34 : Converting Nodes to Directions Algorithm Pseudo code. 
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a. Finding the Angle 

In order to find the angle between each three nodes, the three nodes are presented 

in the Cartesian plane then the three line length could be found measuring the distance 

between each node from the another (the three lines are: one line from the first node to 

the second node, the second line is from the second node to the third node, and the third 

line is from the first node to the third node). These three lines present a triangle that its 

three lines are known, which means that it can be solved (knowing other elements values 

which are the three angles of the triangle). 

The important angle is the angle number one which presents the angle or the 

complementary angle that is translated to direction. 

At the end of this algorithm a knowledge base category is stored for this 

architectural blue print map, but a little knowledge is still missing. This knowledge is in 

regards of knowing which door is meant to be the targeted door (endpoint). Whereas 

more than one door could be located on the mainPath, especially in the corridor where the 

targeted door exists. For example, three doors on the left and four doors on the right 

could exist, which will be somehow confusing for even the human to find the targeted 

door among these doors, so the following algorithm was created to solve this issue.  

 

b. Allocate Doors in Directions 

As doors were previously allocated in the mainPath medial axis, they were not 

much accurate to be used in this stage, where they were allocated considering the optimal 

sweeping (sweeping from right to left or from down to top). In order to solve this issue, 

new doors positions should be applied using this algorithm. 
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Figure 4-35 : Translating Doors Algorithm Pseudo Code. 
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As long as the corridor, where the targeted door exists, is the most important 

corridor in this stage, the algorithm (Figure 4-36) takes it (this corridor is presented as the 

node that comes before endpoint in the shortest path array). Applying this fact on the 

algorithm this corridor (node to endpoint) is taking, if the position of the node is on the 

right of the endpoint (in case of a horizontal corridor), or on top of the endpoint (in the 

case of vertical corridor), then door positions are inverted (if a left door, then it is a right 

door, and if a right door, then it is a left door). Otherwise, the door position remains as its 

default value (if a left door, then it is a left door, and if a right door, then it is a right 

door). Figure 4-37 declares that. 

 

Figure 4-36 : Door Position Translation. 

After that, the algorithm counts doors that come in the same side of the targeted 

door, locates the target door position (endpoint) and places this knowledge in the 

knowledge base. 
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12- The Cognitive Mapping Algorithm 

Before proceeding a good description of designing, the cognitive maps on 

intelligent robot were written by Benjamin (1983), who says: “Could the human cognitive 

map, with all of its peculiarities, be structured in any other way and still perform the 

useful functions it does? We can perform a thought-experiment by imagining that we 

must design the cognitive map for a robot, operating under limited cognitive resources, 

which must assimilate and use knowledge about its large-scale environment acquired 

from observations during travel.” 

He also declares than: “When we observe the peculiarities of the human cognitive 

map, we are tempted to ask, ‘Could it have been any other way?’ We can conduct a 

thought-experiment to study this question, by viewing it from the point of view of the 

computer scientist and system designer rather than that of the psychologist”. 

From that point of view, it has been decided in this thesis to write the cognitive 

map in the knowledge base in a way that is near to the human cognitive mapping, but 

using intelligent robot knowledge base structure. 

Based on the knowledge, which was gained from the architectural blueprint maps, 

the intelligent robot starts building cognitive map for that building (the building that the 

intelligent robot was supplied with its map) the cognitive map is built as a graph where 

each node presents a certain knowledge. Figure 4-37 shows a simple example of the 

directions extracted from the architecture blueprint map presented in the cognitive map. 
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Figure 4-37 : Directions Cognitive Map 

The cognitive map shown in the Figure 4-37 is simplified in order to declare the 

idea of cognitive mapping. In real time it is a more sophisticated map, containing 

relations with the definition of concepts used in each node (left, right, hard, light, normal, 

turning …). 

a. Representing knowledge in the knowledge base 

There are different ways to represent knowledge in the knowledge base, including 

semantic networks, case-base, hierarchical structure, frame structure … etc.  
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The frame structures are among the ways to represent knowledge in the 

knowledge- base, where the frames are like records in the file system, where each frame 

consists of slots (slot 1, slot 2, slot 3, … ), as shown in Figure 4-38. Each slot can have 

different types of data on it like (fixed data, variable data, range of data …). 

 

 

Figure 4-38 : Frame Structure. 

 

b. Cognitive Mapping Structure in the knowledge base 

Back to the cognitive mapping, the frame structure is used in the thesis to 

represent the cognitive map in the knowledge base, where each node in the cognitive map 

is a frame that contains the following slots: 

1- The node position: the position of the node in the shortest path array. This 

field is a number; it is used to determine the ID of the frame. 

2- The direction to be taken i.e. (hard right, light left …). This field is the actual 

turning translated before in the previous algorithm. 

3- Next frame number: this field is set to tell the robot of the next frame to be 

taken and to in order to decrease the cognition of the robot of his current 

status in the real time. 

4- Truthiness of this direction to be used during the robot navigation (so if there 

is no such direction, i.e. the turning is blocked, the truthiness percentage of the 

whole map will be decreased. 
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5-  Progress percentage: how many nodes still remaining, also this is to decrease 

the cognition of the robot of his current status in the real time with the final 

point. 

6- The current direction with the end point: also this is to decrease the cognition 

of the robot of his current status in the real time with the final point. 

The nodes are connected with each other as a network (graph of nodes) as shown 

in Figure 4-39. The design came to satisfy the general idea of cognitive mapping, giving 

the ability to extend the cognitive map when this extension is needed (based on 

knowledge update job) or removing nodes (frames) from the cognitive map. 

 
Figure 4-39 : The Cognitive Map, Network of frames. 
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c. Cognitive Mapping Storing Algorithm 

After specifying the structure of the cognitive map, it’s time to declare how the 

algorithm stores the knowledge in the knowledge base. 

As shown in the Figure 4-40, before receiving any direction from the previous 

algorithms, the algorithm initiate the cognitive map in the knowledge base, specifying the 

startPoint node as the first frame in the Cognitive map. After that, it starts receiving the 

direction adding each direction as a new frame connected to the network (the cognitive 

map) and filling the frame with the data received along with the direction, as specified 

before. After the whole shortest path array is translated, reaching to the final element on 

it (the endPoint), the algorithm stores it as a new frame in the cognitive map, along with 

the data required returned from algorithms. Finally, the algorithm commits the cognitive 

map on the knowledge base storing it with the name of the building and the date and time 

of the process. 

 

Figure 4-40 : Cognitive Mapping Storing Algorithm Pseudocode 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Five
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Chapter Five 

Conclusion, Discussion & Future Work 

5.1. Overview 

This chapter includes the conclusion of the thesis, the discussion about the 

directions in cognitive mapping and the future work proposed. 

5.2. Conclusion 

In this thesis, algorithms for building cognitive map for intelligent robot based on 

architectural blueprint maps have been presented. 

The main aim of this thesis was to build algorithms that take the architectural 

blueprint maps and analyze them on the basis of the importance of the information 

needed to be gained from the map. The mentioned algorithms were created to make the 

robot understand the architectural blueprint maps and convert it to knowledge as a 

cognitive map inside the knowledge based system of the intelligent robot. 

The thesis focused on showing how these cognitive maps could be generated from 

architectural maps. The main features of these algorithms are to help intelligent robots 

work without the need of a direct human interaction. In addition to that, these algorithms 

would decrease the speed of sweeping targeted buildings. Moreover, studies (Shannon, 

1988) showed that depending on such maps, even a human could know and navigate 

buildings for the first time better than people who did not see the architectural blueprint 

maps, even if they lived in the same building for years. 

For the same reason, intelligent robot that knew the directions of the shortest path 

needed to reach its target in a new building work faster than intelligent robot that did not 

have any sort of external guidance. In fact, the latter needed to scan room by room and 

corridor by corridor to reach its target. From this point, it is possible to generalize that the 

need of such abilities have the high priority for mobile intelligent robots. 
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5.3. Discussion 

As discussed in chapter two, based on studies comparing different kinds of robot 

maps techniques used, the summary came with the need to establish new intelligent robot 

navigation and mapping techniques based on what scientists thought about techniques 

used by human in order to solve the navigation problems in his ordinary life. 

From the bases of the cleverness of human that could not be found in any creature 

on earth, the need of an intelligent robot that thinks like a human  being appears, where 

Chandler (2009) discusses that: “The field of artificial-intelligence research (AI), founded 

more than 50 years ago, seems to many researchers to have spent much of that time 

wandering in the wilderness, swapping hugely ambitious goals for a relatively modest set 

of actual accomplishments. Now, some of the pioneers of the field, joined by later 

generations of thinkers, are gearing up for a massive “do-over” of the whole idea”. 

 He also continues declaring that: “This time, they are determined to get it right — 

and, with the advantages of hindsight, experience, the rapid growth of new technologies 

and insights from the new field of computational neuroscience, they think they have a 

good shot at it”. 

So it is highly recommended to start building on those same bases, even if it takes 

a huge amount of time and research rebuilding the techniques developed for robotics in 

the past, without leaving studying other techniques that might be used by other creatures 

to face the life tasks and survive in its difficulties. 

5.4. Future Work 

As a future work, it is highly recommended to start thinking about more 

algorithms that extend the job of the algorithms created or developed in this thesis to 

cover multi floored buildings dealing with each floor as a layer connected with the other 

layers (floors), by connecting points (leaders, stairs, Elevators … etc), as Figure 5-1 

shows. 
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Figure 5-1 : Multi Floored Building Architectural M ap (Alex et al. 2009) 

 

As another future work, algorithms need to be developed to be more dynamic 

dealing with more sophisticated buildings with more sophisticated job routers (separated 

paths, targeted room inside another room). 

Figure 5-2 shows different kinds of doors (internal doors, external doors, sliding 

doors  ... etc). These types of doors cover the typical door types. Considered as a future 

work, these doors need to be covered by the research algorithms trying to find better and 

simpler matching and shape recognition algorithms. 
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Figure 5-2 : Different Kinds of Doors (Sam, 2009). 

 

The future work may also include a machine learning techniques in order for the 

intelligent robot to be able to deal with the environment and building on-time cognitive 

maps, so when the real time comes after being deployed, the intelligent robot starts 

updating the cognitive map based on realty. Adding more nodes based on what it sees and 

recognizes from both objects and avoided obstacles… 

furthermore, it is demanded as a future work to make the intelligent robot take the 

angle with the directions taken from the architectural blueprint maps, in order to be more 

accurate in specifying the angle that should be taken during navigation.
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